Overview:
This committee is an assembly of Students’ Union Executives, Faculty Representatives and students-at-large, along with Students’ Union staff. This committee oversees the review and allocation of five scholarships to students who demonstrate exemplary involvement and dedication to the queer community. Tasks include thoroughly reading applications, scoring applications using a provided rubric, and attending and actively participating in all meetings.

Supervisor:
Justin Orthner
Coordinator, Volunteer Services
justin.orthner@ucalgary.ca

Time Commitment:
- During the Winter Semester, committee members will need to commit five-six hours total reviewing, discussing, and allocating funds to applicants in March

Responsibilities:
- Read and evaluate all applications based on given rubric and criteria
- Maintain strict confidentiality of all information contained within applications
- Discuss applications strengths and weaknesses
- Contribute to meeting(s)
- Determine funding allocations

Important Dates:
- Applications for scholarships open October 2022 and close February 2023
- Pride Committee meeting time and date chosen (February 2023)
- Applications sent to committee members for evaluation (late February)
- Committee meet to decide winners (March)

Benefits:
- Meet new people from across the UCalgary community
- Gain exposure to work or volunteer opportunities
- Build professional meeting and committee experience
- Add to your co-curricular record